eResearch Action Required. Please do not reply to this message.

ORSP is requiring and/or recommending changes to the PAF or proposal referenced below. Only the required or recommended changes may be made at this time. You must return the PAF using the Project Team Submit Changes activity for ORSP to be able to continue processing. Please review carefully!

**Required Changes**
The items listed in this section must be modified before this PAF and proposal are returned to ORSP and (if applicable) the accompanying proposal is submitted to the sponsor:
This is the list of required changes.

**Recommended Changes**
The items listed in this section are recommended to comply with the sponsor's guidelines or offered as suggestions to improve the proposal. While these changes may be addressed at the PI's/Project Team's discretion, note that **some recommended changes may be necessary for successful submission and sponsor acceptance.** Please review the list carefully.

**Changes Requested by:** Ryan Representative

**PAF Information:**
PAF ID: 19-PAF01496
PAF Title: PAF Test Title
PI: Paul Principal

**Other UM Investigators:**
There are no items to display

**Project Administrative Home:** 254000 Physical Medicine & Rehab Dept
**Primary Research Administrator:** Ann Admin
**Direct Sponsor:** University of Minnesota
**Sponsor Deadline:** 8/1/2019

**Action Required:**
Changes must be made in eResearch. Do not email the changes to ORSP.

1. **Click here to access the PAF:** 19-PAF01496
You may be prompted to login using your uniqname and Kerberos password.
2. View the Recent Activities listed on the Project Workspace to review the specific changes requested.
3. After making the changes identified by ORSP, complete the Submit Changes activity.

**Recipients:**
This message was sent to the following:
Paul Principal
Ann Admin

**Questions:**
1. Refer to online help for information on activities in eResearch.
2. If you have technical problems with eResearch, contact the ITS Service Center via one of the following methods:
   - submit a ticket online: [http://its.umich.edu/help](http://its.umich.edu/help)
   - email 4help@umich.edu
   - call (734) 764-HELP (4-4357), option 3